FEATURED COURSE: CRUCIAL CONVERSATIONS

This course will teach you how to speak persuasively, foster teamwork, build acceptance, and resolve disagreements. Great course for departmental training!

DATES: JANUARY 29TH AND APRIL 3RD
TIME: 8:30AM TILL 4:30PM (2 DAY COURSE)
PLACE: BRIC 2160

Register today in Baylor Compass

ARTICLE

Listening as Leadership
by: Sha Towers
Learn and Lead Contributor

TOOLKIT

Need structure for one-on-one with your supervisees? This 5-15 form will help you maximize these conversations.

MANAGER’S CORNER:

Encourage your faculty & staff team members to attend CAPTRUST and Baylor Retirement Plan Meetings in January

QUESTIONS?: EMAIL LEARNANDLEAD@BAYLOR.EDU